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if you need an example of the extremes to which it pushes things there's the
famous hockenheimring. scaled to 360 degree views in hd, you'll think

you're playing in a stadium. and it's set in 2005, so you'll be heartened to
see that all the cars are still capable of some pretty graphic driving. the
adaptive tyre nubs will move around with each of the corners and grip
changes are easier to spot, and there are more of them, but the most

awesome thing about the hockenheimring is that it's set at night. and you
can see the difference that has. you can't make it happen too often, but in

its proper context gran turismo 4 can deliver an awesome moment time and
again. such moments are the sort of thing that makes it not just the world's

greatest arcade racers, but the worlds greatest driving simulators. the
reason you buy a gran turismo is because you want to feel as if you're

driving the cars you want to drive. and without the knowledge of where you
want to be at what track, polyphony digital has made that possible for us. so
are you going to go and buy gt4? if you have the cash to spare then do. it's
brilliant value and less than half the price of gran turismo 5. but if you're on
a budget then gt4 will probably be your only option unless you hunt down
gran turismo 3 yourself. oh, and you can get the japanese edition of the
game for even less on amazon. but if you're looking for a developer that

cares about its audience then gt4 is it. regardless of what polyphony digital
might or might not do next with gran turismo, what it has done here is a
masterclass in what not to do. and that's something the world of driving
games desperately needs right now. especially in light of the remarkably

bad driving games that have come out over the last year or so. more power
to you polyphony; thanks.
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this is your basic driving game. you can choose to play as a beginner, a
professional or even an extreme, but beyond that you really need to

cultivate patience to make a respectable dent in the ultimate category. and
even in that, if you're looking for the fastest car you'll need to be prepared
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for a long wait for really fast cars and a frustrating knowledge that you'll go
down in the race of the slowest cars. this is a battle of luck and knowledge,

not skill and skill alone. for the more eager gt player - with time to spare - its
a way of showing off their knowledge of cars and car culture, and

determining who makes the best driver in the world. because gran turismo 4
seems like a game you're going to have a great time with. without even

opening up the door it makes you want to be on the track as soon as
possible, and the experience is further enhanced by the welcome sense of
communal ownership that everything is running, thanks to the interactive

menus. if you're a bit more hands-on and only want to play the game's four
disciplines then the options at the bottom of every menu are almost

sufficient, and as the opening up of the map and list of car manufacturers
shows, polyphony digital is introducing a whole new online infrastructure to

allow people around the world to enjoy this car through other platforms,
should they wish to - which is a very nice touch indeed. in fact, as if to throw

down the gauntlet to this offering and demand a bit more attention than
you'd actually expect, the whole game's menu structure feels like it's self-

aware of its personal ick factor and is refusing to function properly. consider
the premium/garage menu. the sub-menus just don't appear, for no

apparent reason. 5ec8ef588b
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